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Seminar 9 – Place a poppy in my hair: 
literature, love and war 
* this lecture dealt with the Holocaust, trauma, grief, heartbreak and war, which can be considered 
heavy and triggering topics. 

Sylvia Plath, ‘Daddy’ & Taylor Swi5, ‘The Great War’ 
Ques%ons for the discussion 

1. Read through both texts aloud: especially in Plath’s poem, the sound is important 
2. What is each text ‘about’? 
3. What similariGes can you find between the two texts? 

Applica%ons to both texts 

- War is used as a metaphor for personal issues and trauma 
- Either as an aggressive and/or oppressive act in ‘Daddy’ 
- Or a fight between two parGes in ‘The Great War’ 

- Both texts use imagery from The Second World War and the Holocaust to handle this 
metaphor. The quesGon is why and what is it doing there? 

Silvia Plath, ‘Daddy’  

*Whereas the poem is mostly biographical, some details don’t correspond to Plath’s life. For example, 
“I was ten when they buried you” (v.57), while Plath was actually eight when her father died. That is 
why it remains important to make the disGncGon between the speaking persona and the author (see 
also seminar 3, in which we talked about the death of the author and, specifically, this disGncGon 
between author and narrator) 

- Explicit references to the Holocaust 
- The trauma of speaking persona’s dad impacted the father-daughter relaGonship, leading to 

the daughter’s suicide a[empt à “I was ten when they buried you” (v. 58) 
- The comparison between the father and a nazi in the poem can be applied to men in general. 

In this way, the poem invites a reflecGon on the power dynamics involved in abuse. 
- Taking a look at Plath’s life, her husband (Ted Hughes) cheated on her à “the 

vampire who said he was you” (v.72) 
- The poem’s central topic is the speaking persona’s father 
- There are also implicit references to Hitler, which could invite a historical context of 

abuse as a repeated cycle à “And your neat mustache” (v.43) 
- However, this comparison also needs to be handled carefully 

- It has only come to light recently that Plath’s own dad had possibly nazi sympathies. 
- Yet, this does NOT mean he was a nazi or that the poem is delineaGng him as such. 

Again, we need to take into consideraGon the disGncGon between the author and the 
speaking persona (see comment above). 

- There is an appropriaGon of the iconography and imagery of the Holocaust in the poem. 
- This doesn’t correspond to Plath’s own heritage: she wasn’t Jewish à “I think I may 

well be a Jew” (v.35) 
- This leads to the quesGon: what is the funcGon of that imagery and language in the 

poem? 
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Taylor Swi@, ‘The Great War’ 

- Heartbreak is compared to a war 
- Moreover, there are two ways to handle this war discussed in the song 

- On the one hand, closing yourself off à “I drew curtains closed” (1:08) 
- On the other hand, reaching out to the other person à “you drew up some good 

faith treaGes” (1:02) 
- There are references to both the First and the Second World War in the song 

- First World War: “place a poppy in my hair” (3:01) 
- Second World War: “drank my poison all alone” (1:09), considering that Hitler’s wife 

poisoned herself 

Trauma Studies 
The lens of trauma studies was used to talk about both texts more in-depth. Below you can find some 
scholarly viewpoints on the slides from the seminar, as well as some addiGonal notes. 
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- Applied to our ‘Daddy’ and ‘The Great War’, the trauma talked about here is either familial in 
the former or stemming from a relaGonship in the la[er. 

- Importantly, trauma is a paradoxical phenomenon 
- It stems from a meaningless act that causes unrepresentable suffering. However, 

trauma is present in a lot of narraGves, in which one tries to represent it and a[ribute 
meaning in that way. 

- Moreover, it is a haunGng presence that is somehow always there (even though it can 
be repressed in Freudian theory), yet it is impossible to arGculate. In other words, we 
try to talk about its omnipresence, but we can’t. 

- It is both mental and physical because there are some physical consequences 
a[ached to it. Think about shaking from anxiety.  

- We discussed some metaphors in class to talk about trauma  
- Trauma is a liquid presence that is contagious to others (Roger Luckhurst, Bond & 

Craps). The la[er can be linked to second-hand trauma or intergeneraGonal trauma. 
- Trauma as a rupture 

How do Plath & Swi5 use language in innova?ve ways to represent 
trauma? 
Consider in relaGon to one or more of the scholarly viewpoints expressed on the slides pictured 
above. 

Sylvia Plath, ‘Daddy’ 

- The “German tongue” (v.16) to try to talk about trauma 
- This refers back to the unspeakability of trauma. It seems as if the poem needs more 

than one language to represent trauma. 
- The poem also explicitly refers to the unspeakability of trauma. Yet, the poem as an object 

defies this unspeakability, because it is speaking about it in the form of a poem. 
è  “I could hardly speak” (v.28) 
è “the tongue stuck in my jaw / it stuck in a barb wire snare” (v.25-26) 

- RepeGGon as a way to speak trauma into existence and manifest it in language 
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è “Ich, ich, ich, ich,” (v.27) 
è “And I said I do, I do” (v.67) 

- The poem’s sound qualiGes and rhyme also refer to a nursery rhyme and infanGle language  
- Metaphors  

- OpposiGon between the father as a nazi and the daughter as a Jew  
- Death imagery renders the mental trauma physical and, addiGonally, compares it to 

something external such as a demon or a “vampire” (v.72) 
è “there’s a stake in your fat black heart” (v. 76) 
è “I was ten when they buried you” (v.57) 

Taylor Swi@, ‘The Great War’ 

- Language that makes from something beauGful, such as flowers, something tainted by the 
colours of war  
è “My knuckles were bruised like violets” (0:02) 
è “All that bloodshed, crimson clover” (0:40) 

- Change of scale is used in the comparison between a war and a relaGonship. 
- Instead of talking about an enGre war, which is an extensive topic, the song focuses 

on the small details of it à for example, “tears on the le[er” (0:55) 
- See also seminar 6, in which we talked about change of scale in relaGon to nature 

wriGng 
- Metaphors 

- Colour as a visual element that represents internal trauma externally 

We can plant a memory garden: Trauma, history and literature 
Both ‘Daddy’ and ‘The Great War’ talk about memory – both collecGve and individual – and 
memorisaGon  

Theodor W. Adorno: ‘to write lyric poetry a@er Auschwitz is barbaric’ 

QuesGon: What might he have meant by this? 

- RomanGcising  the Holocaust in poetry is barbaric 
- An opposiGon between, on the one hand, the innocent qualiGes of poetry and, on the other 

hand, the death involved in the lowest point humanity has ever been in (Holocaust) 
- AlternaGvely, an opposiGon between poetry as a human product and the inhumane crimes 

during the Holocaust 
- Lastly, it is impossible to express the horror of Auschwitz adequately in poetry. Here, think 

also about the shios in literary movements aoer the First and the Second World War 
- Both modernism (aoer the First World War) and post-modernism (aoer the Second 

World War) created a new language and a new way of expression to discuss the wars 
respecGvely 

- Post-modernism, in parGcular, is characterised by a heightened self-awareness about 
our own humanity to try to capture in language the Holocaust as such a big turning 
point in history.  

- There is a sense that the literature before that rupture is no longer adequate 
to talk about the trauma 
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Adorno later explained the above quota%on further as follows:  

 

- To create art out of someone else’s trauma, namely a genocide, creates some kind of 
aestheGc pleasure for the viewer, which is barbaric. 

The publishing trend in which ‘”Of Auschwitz’ is a form of marke%ng tool” (Gary Barker on TwiNer) 

We considered the following problemaGc aspects of these novels (for example, The Ta&ooist of 
Auschwitz by Heather Morris, The Librarian of Auschwitz by Antonio Iturbe) 

- A group’s trauma is appropriated and then used as a markeGng tool and, frankly, to sell 
something 

- The historical accuracy of such novels can’t always be guaranteed, as they are works of ficGon 
- Works of ficGon require an implicit structure to give logic to the story (beginning – middle – 

resoluGon). This is problemaGc when we’re talking about the Holocaust because the reality is 
so illogical and ooen not with a neat resoluGon at the end.  

However, we also discussed the caveat that wriGng ficGon about history of course is not enGrely 
wrong and it is be[er than never wriGng about the Holocaust at all. 

Moreover, history in itself is a narraGve ooen told by the winners and historical trauma travels 
through Gme in the form of intergeneraGonal trauma of a specific group. Consider the quotaGons of 
Mambrol below in this context:  
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How does Swi@ and Plath’s use of the Great War/Holocaust make you feel? Why might they have 
used this iconography and symbolism? Is it jus%fiable? 

We considered the two sides of the arguments, which are summarised below, but didn’t have a 
complete answer to this quesGon as it is a thorny discussion  

- There is a difference in the grasp of the audiences between the two texts: 
- Plath’s audience in 1965 was much closer to the Holocaust and the Great War than 

Swio’s audience is today 
- Swio’s song is also used by Swioies to talk about GckeGng in relaGon to her The Eras Tour (as 

in “I’ve survived the Great War, I got Gckets!”). At that point, it is a double appropriaGon and 
used in a joking way in modern language  

- Swio appropriates iconography and symbolism from the Great War to write the song 
- Swioies appropriate the song to talk about GckeGng 

- However, there is also the quesGon of historical distance and the difference between the First 
(in Swio’s song) and the Second World War (in Plath’s poem) 

- The Great War is an era so far removed at this point, whereas the Holocaust is sGll 
very close  

- Ooen in society, the Second World War overshadows the First one, especially in our 
educaGon system. The First World War is treated as ‘the prequel’ of the Second One 
because we have that knowledge from a historical distance 

- The amount of survivors differs between the two World Wars 
- The First World War is also ooen romanGcised, because of this historical distance and  

the legacy and heritage we sGll uphold with it on Remembrance Day 
- This is also related to gatekeeping of trauma: not wearing a poppy on 

Remembrance Day is seen as ‘wrong’ 
- At what point do these rituals, such as wearing poppies and visiGng 

monuments related to the Wars, become empty repeGGons in 
memorialisaGon? We compared it during the discussion in class with 
analphabeGc people during the Early-Modern era repeaGng Scripture in LaGn 
in church, because that was part of the ritual. 

- Think also about dark tourism, in which tourists visit Auschwitz. 
- Yet, songs and poems make this history graspable for an audience who hasn’t lived during 

either of the Wars. In this way, history is sGll returned upon and doesn’t stay ‘frozen’ (see also 
the text discussed in seminar 1: ‘Monuments’, from Andrey Benne[ & Nicholas Royle, ‘An 
IntroducGon to Literature, CriGcism and Theory). 

- ‘Daddy’ cosplays a repressed group, which can then be put aside again. However, the 
members of this repressed group cannot simply put aside a part of their idenGty.  

- Maybe the shock value and provocaGveness of Plath’s poem is the point: the worst and most 
extreme metaphor is chosen to try to speak about the worst possible trauma 

How to represent the unrepresentable? 
Ques%ons: 

1. How would you describe the feeling of a broken heart? 
2. Tell us about your favourite art that deals with grief and heartbreak. 
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Men%meter results 
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Language, love & emo?on in Troilus & Criseyde: close reading 
General impressions of the text 

- A lot of bodily metaphors: crying, heartbeat, blushing etc 
- A big gap between us, as modern readers with our modern values (such as feminism), and 

the 14th Century text 
- The translaGon makes the content more mad and crazy because it was translated 

from Middle English. Moreover, it someGmes breaks the allusion the original 
language creates (in class, we gave the example of the use of the word “pimp” in the 
translaGon). 

- The text is melodramaGc and hyperbolic, as were ‘Daddy’ and ‘The Great War’ 
- It has a different aoerlife than, for example, Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet 
- The text doesn’t have a lot of psychological realism 

- It discusses the extremiGes between, on the one hand, the Trojan War going on at the same 
Gme that, on the other hand, Troilus and Criseyde’s love story is happening 

Ques%on 

What linguisGc methods does Chaucer use to represent the relaGonship between love, grief, the 
body, and the word? 

Consider also the term (psycho)somaGc, in which psychological condiGons have physical condiGons. 
Think, for example, of shaking hands when one is really anxious. 

Close reading 

*everyone was given a separate passage to discuss in small groups. Below you can find the slide with 
all the relevant passages 
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What is the rela?onship between art and trauma? 
- The process of making art can comfort the one making the art, while at the same Gme can 

also comfort the one looking at the art.  
- The la[er would be comforted by the thought that they are not alone in what they 

are living through. 
-  Moreover, it could bring a sense of healing, because they can live vicariously through 

the arGst (see also seminar 5, in which we looked at this comfort from the point of 
the elegy) 

- Consider also the related concept of catharsis. 
- However, we also need to criGcally reflect on the romanGcisaGon of the torment of the arGst, 

in which art is created in a process of suffering. For example, arGsts like Van Gogh and 
Munch. Art has also been made in arGsts’ happy periods, so trauma is not required to make 
art. 

- The aspect of Gme in the process of creaGng Gme can also allow the arGst to deal with their 
trauma gradually, instead of all at once. 

- Turning back to the unspeakability of trauma, the viewer of art can also have the sensaGon 
that the arGst found a way to speak about their trauma, which they haven’t thought about 
themselves. 

- Yet, art can also trigger repressed trauma by bringing it to the forefront (see also Freudian 
theory).  

- SGll, this ‘unleashing’ can also be an opportunity to work through trauma 
- Furthermore, art can allow others to experience a certain trauma they might not have lived 

through. For example, in the form of horror movies. 
- Lastly, unwri[en art can represent trauma that is unrepresentable in words (see above). 


